Chapter 50
ON THE PROCESS OF CHANGE FROM SALT WATER TO FRESH
WATER BY EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF OUTLET GATES
FOR A LAKE OR RIVER DISCHARGING TO THE SEA

Isao Minami• 0
1.

SUMMARY

In previous studies, the mechanisms for changing salt
water lake to fresh water were analysed by Dr. Jaasen^ and
Okuda-'-^. But in these theories, the effectiveness of the
structure of the outlet gate and its control f or salinity had
not been considered. For this reason, tne aoove studies are
not precise enough to estimate the necessary time required for
changing salt water to fresh water in the actual sea-reclamation planing. Tne author iias proposed a new method to calcu-*
late the necessary time. In this paper the mechanism of
transport of salinity in water is also considered.
2.

INTRODUCTION

In general the lake with a narrow opening at the sea side has
vertically stratified salinity distribution. The upper water contains
little salinity, but the lower water near the bed has much salinity and
high density. The mechanism of transport of salinity in stratified
turbulent flow must be applied to the water exploitation plan for the
change from salt water lake to fresh.
Fig. 1 shows an example of the lake that is separated by the gate
from the outer sea. At the gate, the outflow velocity must have greater
value than the flow in velocity which is produced by the water density
difference between seaside and lake.
1)
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The progress of cnange from salt water to fresh water could be
classified as follows;

1st step: The salt water goes out to the sea through the lower part
of the gate. In this case, the salt water exiting near the gate plate
in the lake will be almost entirely diminished. Put the salt water
below the elevation of the sill of gate cannot diminish so fast because
of its vertical density difference,
2nd step; The salinity will go out with discharge by vertical mixing
from lower salt water and this is strengthened by wind force or flowing upper water. But in these types of mixing, the salt content mixed
with upper fresh water would be negligiblly small. These phenomena are
seen in the lake having deeper parts than the elevation of the sill of
outlet gate.
3rd step;

The salinity in the soil will

go into upper water from its void.

We must take into consideration the above three hydraulic steps
in planningfand precise analysis of diffusion or movement of salt water
must be effectively used for reclamation planning.
3.

OATE EQUATIONS

In Fig.l, to flush out the salinity from the lake by the gate management, the critical difference of water elevation must exist between
the outer sea and tne inner lake as follows:
O)
H
*fi >
^

At the sluice in Fig.2, the lost salinity mixed with discharge from
sluice are supplied by the movement
fresh water
of salinity in the lake. At the upper
sea
open gate, as Fig.3a, the salinity out
T±i':w1J
""hA"
flow is smaller than that lower the
p8
open gate. Therefore, the time necesA h
sary to change the salty lake to fresn
is surely dependent on the structure of
sea
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the gate and its management. At the upper open gate, the mecnanism
of vertical transport of salinity in the lake is an important control
factor. At the lower open gate, the mechanism of horizontal transport
of salinity is most important. In small discnarge the horizontal
transport of salinity by the density action is larger than the vertical
transport.
The discharge from the outlet gate is calculated by the next
equation by "V. Kuwano.
GU CBevJa^A*.

(2)

The salinity mixed in the discharge can be written as follows
due to dimensional theory:

To determine the index. &i, da, <*$,<?*,&*> <** .<*•» > the author performed
the experiment in the laboratory. Fig.4 shows the model of the outlet
gate.
The dimensions of all hydraulic
factors are as follows:

m ~
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Fig. 4
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The dimension equation is

ML-'- WLf Lt-ra3-*tU-*tL*T-rtHC»rCt.-r^
about the dimension M
about the dimension L
about the dimension T

0 » ~e*s — 2<*7
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By dimensional analyc-is, the next equation is given:

By the data from experiment, we can decide tne value of index as
follows:

f^r+a27^(r-fx4-rww(ir41(f-r6so+(^r0"3'

(5>

riy tne equation (?), we can calculate tne salinity of discnarge tlowing through the gate.
In the above equation '5), the relation betv.een density and salinity
was given as follows:'-'
f * '+ TM>(~°>°*>1 "*" J-4-T4S C* - 6.001 "7 (#* + <>.00003^8 C^3 )

4.

(6)

ST'P-IIITY CF PCUy^RY IVTR IN Till" ' STU'TiY

The vertical distribution of salinity of lake water in the estuary
has the following characteristics, namely upper fresh water and lower
salty water exist as Fig.5,and in boundary of two layers the spring
layer of salinity is developed. To know the stability of the boundary
layer or diffusion from the lower water, we used IfcLchardsou's number.
But Richardson's number is not so convenient to calculate oecause it
demands a gradient of density and velocity that is difficult to know.
Therefore, we should modify Richardson's number as follows:

g^ . -*<r-,r>,h
p ua

This number is useful because the shape of vertical distribution
of salinity has always a typical style, as Fig. 5, and the depth of
the upper layer is generally about 3m to 5m, and the value of density
is 1,C0C—1,025.
Whenthe modified Richardson's number has the relation,
Ki*t > f

(8)

the boundary layer is stable, but when thenumber has the relation,
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(9)

£?*<. < 1
the boundary layer is not so stable.
Jn stable conditions, the vertical
diffusion of salinity front lower spit
water is very small, but in unstable
conditions, the diffusion is actively
developed by the wind or flowing water.

10

X*X
XX*.

1. Stability of boundary layer
against the wind.

u

The modified Richardson's number
is deduced by the following equation;

sz;

T*
, (10)
"St- 2.6X ,o'3fr W* , A- 1.2** »0"*
,
In equation (10), resistant coefficient c^ is taken as follows:
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These data were given by the

Prefecture in Japan. Fig. 6 shows
the modified Ricaardson's number ,
of the boundary layer during February 1964.
(The depth of boundary layer was
during 5m or 3m from water suface)
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In Fig. 6, about few days per month, the modified Richardson's
numberwas smaller than 1, and the other day it was larger than 1.
This shows that the vertical diffusion exists only in strong windy
dnys. In calm days, the vertical diffusion is very small.
JTow we can show the value of Of against the difference of density.
f'l.OOk

Table 1.

f- f
S.06 /
0.00 2
0\6& B
0-- «>^4o.ooS
o.oi3

Of
©. 0037.5"
O.oolOG
O.000 fz
o,ooo98
0*000 $6
o.ooo$&

water surface
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Stability of boundary layer due to flow of upper fresn water.

The stability of boundary layer is given by modified Richardson's
number as follows:
t A?

If the Richardson's number is larger than 1, the boundary layer
is stable and in the case of Rim^l, the boundary layer is unstable
and mixing between upper water and lower water is actively progressed.
5.

HORIZONTAL TRANSPORT OF SALINITY IN STRATIFIED TURBULFNT FLOW

The horizontal transport of salinity in the stratified flow is
shown in Fig. 7. If the loss of salinity is produced in a part lower
than the elevation of the boundary layer near the gate, the lost
salinity will be supplied from the neighbour by the velocity of the internal wave. In general, the sudden loss of salinity makes the local
deformation of equi-sslinity line on the horizontal plane as Fig. 7.
The discontinuous deformation of the equi-salinity line will propagate
as internal wave and by this movement the transport of salinity is
completed in horizontal direction. Then the value of the horizon-tal transport of salinity is calculated by tne next equation:

s~(s'~$xz'~&)J^£^L

(i3)

If the out flow discharge is very large, the internal equisalinity line would be much deformed near the gate surface, but the
water surface would not be so deformed. In this mechanism of horizontal transport of salinity, fluctuation velocity is not important
and the transport energy is supplied by density difference in the water.
The critical transport velocity of salinity is given by the next
equation:

s« v>'-s)#{W£fE

(14)

But these phenomena are only seen when there is small discharge.
In the case of large discharge,
the upper layer would be mixed
with lower water.

Fig. 8
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VERTICAL TRANSPORT OF MOMENTUM IN STRATIFIED TURBULENT FLOW

The vertical eddy viscosity in stratified turbulent flow is a
function of Richardson's number. \a is eddy viscosity when there is
no stratified turbulent flow, but the eddy viscosity % would be changed by salinity distribution as the next equatiorirshows:

Namely the vertical transport of momentum is given as follows in
unit time and unit area:

7- n!«-n.o-«-«Ko*fj-

(i6)

Fig. 9 shows the above relation coincides with experimental results. The value of index(-|) and e are decided by experiment.
The turbulent diffusion coefficient in no salinity flow is shown as
follows:
•»l = 1.8" to* cmVs
*
(1?)
f0. 1.2 .IP* crf/s <0k*da >
At the Vertical section;
,0.01 L*

cntfs

(H.Stommel)(l8)

But we can estimate the eddy viscosity from tne folllow equations;
1°

6

rt «, 4^3

W3

MX*?*

o
to

io 2
7

1

O

.£

(20)

(by wind velocity)

e = 8 - 13

3
T»
M

(by water flow)

By Munk's ,by other's and
by the author's experiments,
the following value is deduced.

a

2

(19)

A
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o
0.2

0.oT~2 % 7 0.12 f 7 1
2"
Modified Richardson's Number
Fig. 9

(21)

But in this paper, the author
used the modified Richardson's
number expressed as equation (7)
and (10). If the modified
Ricnardson's number is used, tne
transport of momentum is given
as follows:
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7- 'loCl + e'K*".)""'4!^(22)
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VERTICAL TRANSPORT OF SALINITY IN THE TURBULENT FLO'A'

The coefficient of vertical eddy diffusion and diffused salinity
is also a function of Richardson's number and Fig. 10 shows that the
tendency of equation (23) coincides with experimental results.
8)

Is-^O-t-bRO"*
(i)

(23)

by flowing water

If we use the modified Richardson's number, the vertical transport of salinity in stratified turbulent flow is shown as follows:
(24)
In upper equations, the writer used the modified Richardson's
number instead of Ri and the constant bm is decided by the experiment.
20
bm *r I 0
(25)
(ii)

by wind action

S- "I. (l+b^fcuO^-gfIn. equation (26), the modified Richardson's number must be
used.
tww =• I 0000
„.„-„
This is deduced from field survey
of Nakaumi*? Then the valu» of ft,
was calculated by Thordde'equation.

8.

^^^^

O.Ol 2 4 7 0.12T
Fig.10 Modified Richardson'
Number
THE CALCULATION OF LCRGITUrINAL ELEVATION CF T.IE BOUXPAnY LAYER

To know the vertical salinity distribution,the elevation
of the boundary must be calculated for all discharge.
In
hydraulics, the shape of that boundary is called the salt wedge. The
elevation of the salt wedge is a very important factor in understanding
the progress of fresh water from salt water. Tne salt vvedge may be
calculated by following equations: The following equations are deduced
by Prof. Dr. Scha'nfeld. '
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The iiiomentum equation are

The continious equations of discharge are

|JL + u||. + **£.„ 0
-2£

+

u'-ML-,. «."-2i£l— o

(28)

These equations are modified as follows:

,Z

,,IZ

,,x

i,'2

•" 3*1 #,' t* W

(30)

If we assume the values for salt wedge as follows:

£»X^L^o2S

(3D

We can write equation (29) as follows.
ctx

'

ax

*

In the equations (32) the values of f and g are calculated for
many values of depth of fresh water, depth of salt water and velocity
of upper fresh water. Table 2. sho*s the value of f and g. By the
Table 2, we can calculate the salt wedge and the elevation of water
surface as follows.
(i)

The simplest calculation method

X*

XO + AX

£> fti+ **'» *£* ?-**
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The values of

Table 2

1=0.00005

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

m

m/s

^5"

g .

1=0.0001

1=0.000133

g

f«0.01

^=0.01

e

1=0.0002

e

f

f
t-0 oo<t93
1.5
+O00*?75 -0.00313 +0oot73 -00032? +oa"°) l3
+001
<H#-a. 0OS71
1.1
©0S76 +001434 o.oos9l
0.0667s +0.16485 -P-OW*
0.8
+0 Ifc4?5 -0*6415 1-0.164*5 -o.ojofj
~0 00>nj+* »0ZX}
+O.0&2/2
0.5
+0 003P1 -0 004*7 •to 0024$ -oeotfl
+0.OOOS1
-o1 OO122. +0 OOOS*).
-OoolZ2 +0 00051 -0.0013.2 •toooaz —0 OolZZ
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0.05 -aonon? ±fl£asi -onaao^+D.O0O44
tO.OOQS.1
10OOOI<
1.5
+00IO3I -0.9OJ3* -H7.DI OJ| -000325 +001031
0.0O3fl +0. oioil
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+001511 •" 0.OO+14 +0 0IS"11 -ooo*m •to o/rf) -Q0OW
0C79O
0.8
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-0 00*77+0.00/1/
-O 005-17 •+e»ooi78|~o 005-17 +O.O02J? -P OOS11
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-O.oo IX^ -0»ooS2 0 0012.7 •toooogt -0.tX>/2j to- 000a [• -aooizy+p- O00S2
0.05 -O.0COQ31 tftopp' ZJ2SOOOOii •tm-oooO-/ -erecwi +ff 0DOl<J\-B o&o&li+D.ooOlf
+0.0111
1.5
0 0Q2f>°+0.0\l\b -ffOOlU +0 oil l6 0 002$) +0.0/11 it pools*
i-OOIferS -0 00^12 +<?.Ol64£ 0 toBtfi- +0.0/6'%1.1
0.8
+0 I 3lo<* -0. OfOtbeo. Irtol -0O<f£P« +0.rW> -0.0X2% to.tl1o
-0 OOSbO +0 00 (iS\-0,OOSiO +0 00jlz
0.5
+0.00/31 -0 br^-to.oon-l
-0.O01 31 tO OoOtt.1
•f 0.000% -O.o0\%o +0.000^ —o.QOt¥l •to. ooo?/
D.3
3.0?. -0000 •&&£>&. II -OOoOOH+O.OOD«J ~x>,aoooMi0' OooK-ooaittUT0.>*<*2/_
L.5
+O0\X$\ -O.0O(*7 iOOiXS°l\~0oeliike-otZSl O.00til +0.01250
> oolzi
L.l
+0 W8S* -ftOO 112 to 0| SS-t -o OO /S2 +0.0 IfSi o. o»m +0 0f?sQ-04OHn
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-O.00132. tO- 0006") -o 0O&32 +0 OOOtZ -0.OO&321+0. 000C1 0.006 )z[+ooeoi4

).3
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m

f
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(ii) By Runge - Futter's method
X=-Xt>-t-AX,
ft=^o+^
-fvr= &; + £

(34)

Fig.11
In the place furtner from tne salt wedge front D in Fig. 11, tie
flowing water will directly contact toe soil surface and the salinity
has vertically constant value. The point r is given by the front of
the salt wedge. But in the case of small water velocity of the upper
water, the elevation of point D is nearly equal to the elevation of
the sill surface of the gate. But in actually, the wind velocity is
also an important factor in deciding the elevation of the boundary
layers.
9.

THE EQUATION OF THE CH4NTE OF SALINITY CF THE LAKE IN THE
ESTUARY

The fundamental differential equation is given by Prof. Jansen.
But in this equation the value of the ratio r between outflow salinity
and original salinity is not exactly considered.

CHANGE FROM SALT WATER TO FRESH WATER

-estuai"j

Fig.13
In the case of r=const., the solution is given by Prof. Jansen's
equation as follows:
S»-jTt

(35)

i)
After these studies Prof. Ckuda assumed the next equation for
the value of r, r = 1 - k (Sm - a)
(36)

and the solution of the salinity in the estuary is given as
follows:
E>Q

S »

T*-*e

.

(37)

where

p» |- -feft.
KS,- Ka
c»

(38)

KSo - t

In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, we can understand taat these equations
are only effective for the snallow lake as Fig. 13. >ihea the elevation of the sill of the gate is higher than the bed of lake, the
equations (35) and (37) are not so effective.
The above two equations are not so precise because of following
reasons:
(i)

There are no equations to calculate the value of r.

(ii) They neglect the density effect against the eddy diffusion
coefficient. The vertical salinity distribution changes the modified
flicaardson's number and this also changes the diffusion of salinity.
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(iii)
water.

They neglect the vertical diffusion from tne lower salty-

(iv) They don't consider the effectiveness of the structure
of the outlet gate and its control.
10.

LCrCITuTISAL SAxlMITY "ISTrflBUTI&N IN THE UPPER
3VAT&R BtLTG CW Tn£ BOUNDARY. LAYMS

The salinity mixed the upper fresh water may be calculated by
the equations below: In this case tne coefficient of vertical turbulent diffusion is calculated by the next equations.

t= 1»Cl+ a« Rw)' Vz

(39)

VM n-^Rr^.)"r%

(40)

where

K&. _ »cf'-f>*
IA'
ISv^-a

(for water flow)

(41)

(for wind action)

(42).

Because the shape of vertical salinity distribution has the same
form below the water surface in the lake, the above equations would
have practical use. Namely, the fresh water is sitting on the boundary
layer between fresh water and salt water. In the part below the boundary layer, there is salt water and its salinity is an almost constant
value.
(1)

AT THE SALINITY MIXED IN FHESii '.7ATER FHCii 10 .'.Eli SALT .<ATER

If there is a flow of upper fresh water, salinity is diffused from
the lower salt part only very sligatiy. Then tne salinity of the upper
water is changed from the mouth of the river to the outlet gate as
Fig. 14,
:=

Fig. 14 ^t^rrnrrh^

i—

CHANGE FROM SALT WATER TO FRESH WATER
The differencial eauations of the cnative of salinity are led
as follows:
dzS
ds
<*S _
_
(A3)
^HT
*(s 4XZ "*"
fl ^4Z>
(AAj
-t-

^Cs'-s;

The boundary equations are;
X= O ,
S = o

x= 5

(45;

S- S0

From the upper boundary condition, we can deduce the next equation of salinity
S

« S.S,_ e»*s*r,ftga-x) j
(40)

where
d=

U
^

(2)

'

p «-^±±5SS
2

(A7)

?S

FUNTAL'ENTAL DIFFUSION EQUATION FROM SOIL

The fundamental differencial equation is led as follows:
If these conditions occur, that is, the mean velocity U is const.,
mean water depth h is const., and turbulent coefficient of diffusion
>l is constant, then, the equation of diffusion of salinity is given
as follows by Okuda:

T?-

^"As7'/&&•stokM';;/;;$/ r
Fig.15
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£« U.jg* * Jw<-s)
'U-fe-ls^-^Cs'-s)

(^8)

The boundary condition of differential equations are shown as
follows.
*"
'
"JC» 4 ,

(49)
S a So

By the boundary condition, we can deduce the solution as follows:

s-s.f,- <*•»-»»<*-»> }

(5C)

whs 1*6

«-%
11.

<»> P - ^P <*>

THE CHANGE OF THE SALINITY IN DEEP ESTUARY HEAR THE CUTLET
GATE

If the outlet gate is open at the lower part, and the modified
Richardson's '"umber in the lake is larger than l , the required time
to replace old salt water with fresh water is calculated as follows.
1st step
The outflow salinity
equation (5).

through the gate is calculated by
(53)

We can assume the following important facts by the field survey and
experiments of salinity distribution:
gate,

(i) The boundary layer exists on the same level as the sill of
(at the start of calculation)

(ii) The decrease of salinity happens only in the upper region of
the boundary layer in the deep estuary.
If the vertical salinity distribution and discharge from the outlet of the gate are given, the outflow salinity mixed in the discharge
is calculated by the equation (5).
The decreased salinity of the lake is given as follows:

CHANGE FROM SALT WATER TO FRESH WATER
The sunk depth of the boundary layer is calculated by the next
equation:
(55)
2nd step
"*e must modify the salinity distribution of the upper l=yer by
the following method:
,
f*f + <f
f - ?
But if the elevation of the boundary layer is lower than the
elevation of the sill surface, the escape of salinity from tne estuary
is very difficult. This Calculation metnod was verified cy tne following experiment as Fig. I6i
3rd step
rfe must modify the salinity distribution by wind action jy
equation (26).
l.ooo l.ol l.o2 l.o3

l.

5

^ 10

2 15
•p 20

A
•

p<

x

•* \^—~~
^

>\

5 &

Fig.16-2

salinity after 60 mm.

M.R.16-1

sags SJSIS ssim-t".
C
l.OOO

•8

l.ol l.o2 l.o?p

VT

'

*

'

7*

5
+>

8*15
« 20

4th step
"e must calculate the salinity in the discharge by equation (5)
and return to the 1st step.
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12.

MODEL TEST OF ISAHAYA SEA RECLAMATION PLAN

The author made the model of Isahaya bay in Fig. 21. The bay
opens to Nagasaki bay through the gate. The hydraulics factors of
the model are as follows:
Mean sea water elevation

±

Amplitude of water surface

±

Salinity in Nagasaki Bay

0

cm

?i S C.vn

J **

The elevation of sill of the outlet gate
The effective total width of the outlet gate

-18 cm
10 cm

The structure of the outlet gate and V-H,A-H curve of Nagasaki
bay are given by Fig. 18 and Fig. 21. Fig. 16 shows the changing
process of vertical salinity distribution in the pool inner the embankment. In this experiment, the discharge from the outlet gate was
200 cm^/s. Before the reclamation works in Isahaya bay, the distribution of salinity had the same value in vertical directions. This
shows that there was intense mixing by wind friction on the sea
surface and tidal actions of total amplitude of 3 m. Tut after the
reclamation works, the wave in the pool would be very small and the
vertical distribution of salinity would abruptly change at the same
elevation as the sill. The upper fresh water would have a density
about f> =1.C02 and the salt water would have a density about
J»'-1.C20.
To chase out the salinity by trie outlet gate, we must constantly
operate the gate on the condition that the difference of water surface
between outer sea and inner pool has the value of equation (1). In
this case the salinity distribution in the pool will change as Fig. 16
and has stratified salinity distribution. In tnis case the boundary
line between fresh water and salt water has the elevation nearly equal
to the height of trie sill of the outlet gate. This is first step for
making the change in salinity. In the 2nd step, the salinity lower
than the spring layer or in the bed soil would be transported by mixing
with fresh water flow. If tne strong wind blows on the sea, the salii
nity of the fresh water will increase and the depth of the spring layer
will be deep.
In the sea reclamation, the most important factor is to make the
elevation of the boundary layer deep. The method to make the boundary
layer deep is shown as follows:

CHANGE FROM SALT WATER TO FRESH WATER
(a)

The gate must work to flow out the flooding discharge.

(b) The gate must work to flow out the salinity from the deepest
part of the gate on the embankment. To accomplish the above, we must
open the lowest part of the gate. As an example in Fig. 17, it is
best to make the one deep gate for chase out the high salinity water.

outlet gate for flood discharge
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Fig.17
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If the elevation of the boundary layer is sufficiently deep, at
the strong wind or flooding flow, we can constantly gain fresh water
from the lake.
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salxnity out flow through the gate
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witer volume exxsting on the boundary layer(in Fig.l8)
lost salinity from the upper region
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modification of vertical salinity distribution
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water velocity of upper region
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salinity mixed into upper fresh water

gradient of water surface(by Manning equation)
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(elevation of boundary layer)

CHANGE FROM SALT WATER TO FRESH WATER
2nd step in calculation
The outgoing salinity through the gate is calculated through
the next equation.
^C*'"" j>^,oW
,,.„«. «*,,»,«„„

y| = / +- own o°' -s>) if)

(?)

M)

(~p)

Return to the calculation of the 1st step.
14.SYMBOLS
Ah critical difference of water surface between lake and sea,
water density of the upper region,
water density of the lower region,
s salinity of the upper region,
s salinity of the lower region,
h water depth of the upper region,
h water depth of the lower region,
k experimental constant,
Q total discharge through the gate,
q discharge through the ^ate of unit width,
g acceleration of the gravity,
a open height on the sill,
s salinity mixed in discharge outgoing through the gate,
density of the water of discharge outgoing through the gate,
"usywater velocity in horizontal direction,
z{vertical coordinate?
x{horizontal coordinate,
t;time,
^5eddy viscosity,
*£;eddy viscosity which is no salinity,
wjeddy coefficient of diffusbn,
w;Karman's co ns t ant,
i;gradient of the water surface,
c{velocity of the internal wave,
o( {constant of momentum distribution,
ft{resistant coefficient between upper fresh water and lower
salt water,
f4 {resistant coefficient between salt water and soil,
<dV{water volume of the lake,
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r ratxo of salinity In discharge against lake,
H total water depth of a lake,
H' the water depth of the sea,
C discharge constant,
B width of the outlet gate,
B» width of the lake,
c height of the center of the open part t
Cl content of the chlorinity,
Ri Richardson's Number,
Rim Modified Richardson's Number,
vt, velocity of salt water,
c. coefficient of resistance by wind velocity,
TA shesring force acting on the sea surface by the wind,
A density of the air,
L water depth,
w wind velocity,
e experimental constant,
e' experimental constant (Modified Richardson's Number),
b experimental constant,
bm experimental const.(water flow),
bmw experimental const.(wind ),
constant for resxstant,
resistant constant,
a, salinity ratio in flow in discharge,
S. original salinity in the lake,
k molecular diffusion coefficient,
Am area of the lake at the optional elevation,
sunk depth of boundary layer by the vertical diffusion of salinity
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